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PROJECT CONTROL SHEET 

Project: Neal Knighten Cla3 

Ower: Beal Knighten, lJ & s. Washington Street, Kennewick, Washington 

Location: Sec. 32, JJ, T. 6 s., R. 26 E., Morrow County 

Reason for project: SHmple subnitted by Raw Materials Survey. 

Log of project: 

Chemical analyses (Hoagland) (6-27-49) - P-8743, 4, 5. 

C-zJ7 (Clq test by Jacobs 7-1-49). 

Property visited by Wagner (6-22-49). 

Froperty visited by Wagner and Mason (11-12-49). 50# sample obtained and 
stored at 426 S.Fi. Oak Street. 

Report (6-22-49) By N. s. Wagner in mine report file (includes report by 
Jacobs (5-6-49) • 

supplemental report (11-12-49) by N. s. W88D,er in mine report file. 
(Pictures of deposit included). 

Summary: Depoe! t very ■mall. Clay is flint type fire clti¥, lklving refractory 
possibilities. Not good for aluminous cements • 
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702 Woodlark Building 
Portland 5, Oregon 
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fl±nt---FH--e-·B--lay- .Occu-r-r-enc e Unclassified ~rea 

r:.!orrow County 

Foreword: 

Loc:ostion: 

This examination was made en the basis of a Portland office request. 

The request in turn was made on the basis of encouracing test 

results obtained on a sa-::ple subni tted to the Department by the Raw 

Ma te:;..·ials Survey, Portlanc_. Attention vcas first directed to the 

occurrence through e:::'forts of a I,,Ir. iJeal IC:nighten, Xm.me;-;ick, 

r-as hington. 

T 6 S; R 26 E; Section 32 2....11d :?3. This loc2.tion is in he2,vily 

forested country at an elevation close to 4000 feet. It is 6 miles 

by woods and lrn-:iber COTt:e.ny1 s road from the S~Jray-Heppner !2igh,·0n.y 

207). The access road turns off from the high;;ray ;o,t 

a sign reading Bull Prairie Guard Station. This access turn-off is 

39 miles from I-!e~,~)ner and 16 r.1.iles fror:,_ Snrc,y, said :)oint;2: having 

the ne2_rest rail terminals. The Spr2.y ter::1inal is that of 2. 

lumber company railroad. 

Ownershin: Land :Lri the section -mentioned is ,,artly }Jr:,,tcl,,:meJ. fore2t 1e,r:d and 

General: 

partly o,med by a Urs. Jin: Carsner, S:or,qr, Orego:n.. 

The cl.s,y sample 1~eferred to in tlle forword was an off-r{,-;_ite clay with 

a hard fracture end very clean in a::::De.?.r.s...nce. Other cle,y to be seen 

in the area inclucies a prodcninately brick red clay ru1d a mottled 

blue-red clay. 

V!hite Clay: The following letter gives the result of the original 

analysis of this material and is offered he1·e bece.use of its des

criptive value. 
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The strata from which the foregoing sam•)le originated is ex:_::osed by 

a shallow excavation about three feet squc.re and a foot deep. 

Detrital material is exposed for a distance of about 10 feet in a 

tire-rut sized wash gully adjacent to this pit • This c·onsti tuted 

the only exposure of this clay variety seen on the occasion of this 

examination. Nowhere else in the area at large was sinilar material 

encountered, nor was there evidence in the immediate vicinity of the 

exposure just described to warrant an·? inference to the effect that 

an extensive de-:Josit night exist. By this is meant a lack of a 

terrace or similar topographic e:;:pression w·hich might reflect the 

Jresence of l.s,teral extension otherwise obscured by soil and foreign 

overburden. A considerable a.mount of ]itting a11d trenching will 

have to be done to reveal the nature of the occurrence, its thickness, 

lateral extension, etc. What is readily apparent is that a 

considerable thickness of red clay will probably cap, to a large 

extent, any strata of the white clay which might occur. That this 

is so hinges on the fact that the white clay exposure is situated 

on the lower e~remity of a rather prominent knoll composed of the 

red clay, Uncapped white clay can exist only under the soil-

covered flat below the hill and belori the pres.nett exposure. Whether 

or not it does in fact occur here will require propspecting as 

already mentioned. Sample JB-137 represents a srnnp,J.e of the white 

clay taken on the occasion of this examination for the purpose of 

additional testing. For further discussion of this clay type 

reference is made to the appended analysts report under the above 

mentioned number. 

Sample JB-13S represents a conposite sample of red 

clay types as the subordinate variations thereof occurred in too 

-- -- ----~ -- ~-----~-·-
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small a scale and were repeated too frequently to warrant 

individual sampling. While this red clay sample was secured from 

the knoll above the white clay, similar red clay was seen to occur 

at various places over a wide area in the general vicinity. Nowhere 

were any of these occurrences exposed by prospect workings, nor was 

there any conspicious material evidence to indicate the likely 

presence of a large yardage in any single occurrence seen. In fact, 

evidence in the form of abundant exposures of fresh bedrock eristed 

to indicate that individual cla'U' occurrences were 6~11 in size-• .; '-,_,, 

l'4 
The area was, however, not studied systematically,,or thoroughly on 

the occasion of this examination so th2.t should tests of this 

sample reveal the clay to possess unusucJ_ly 6ood £11d distinctive 

properties, a..~d should an ru1lysis of the transportation-market 

factor reveal an operation to be practical, a more comprehensive 

exarnination of the area would be in order. For further discussion 

of this clay, reference is made to the appended analyst's report 
' 

under the sample number mei1tioned at the outset of this paragraph. 

Blue .Claz: Sample JB-139 represents a sample of a third type 

called here blue clay because it is characterized by a blue back

ground color. Actually the cl2,y is r:1ottled nth off-red · s:pots. 

This sample was secured from the roadbed several hundred yards 

distant from the lmoll from which samples JB-137 and JB-138 were 

obtained. Like the red clay, it is to be seen in several widely 

separated places. Also like the red clay, none of the natural 

outcrops are of such nature as to indicate the existence of truly 

large, thick occurrences. Mr. Knighten, howenr, did point out 

to the writer the site of a pit dug·by him some ten to fifteen 

• 
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1years ago on one of the occurrences. This pit is now caved and 

sloughed full, but the dump indicates the blue mottled clay to 

have been encountered. The thickness of clay pentrated according 

to Knighten 1 s recollection was about 16 feet. Several bedrock 

exposures eyJ.st within clos~roximity to this pit so that unless 

a narrow belt of clay traverses the country here in a manner so as 

to escape obvious attention, the occurrence is of limited size. The 

comments made regarding potential distribution in the area at large 

for the red clay apply also to this blue clay. For further discussion 

of this clay-type reference is made to the appended analyst's report 

under the sample number mentioned at the outset of this paragra-;ph. 

Conclusions: Three varieties of clay occur in this area - a white clay which 

previous tests have shown is possessed of attractive properties, 

a red clay and blue clay - both heretofore untested. The white clay 

was seen in only one place. The material exposure was very limited 

in size. The occurrence was otherwise not delimited by prospect 

workings, nor did surface conditions indicate the trend of any belt 

or the presence of a probable occurrence of appreciable size. 

Surface conditions did show that an appreciable thickness of red 

clay probably capped at least part of any white clay body which 

might exist. The red clay nas otherwise often observed elsewhere 

in the vicinity as was also the blue clay. No prospect work has 

been done on any of these clays and no single occurrence of any 

variety was seen which could be judged as representing a large, 

mineable occurrence on the basis of natural exposure. While a 

careful search of the area at large might reveal the existence of 

mineable-sized and situated occurrences, or while prospect work 

might possibly show some of the occurrences seen to be of greater 
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size than natural exposures indicate, prospect development work 

would be justified only :)rovided (1) test show the clays to be 

possessed of exce~tionally good corn.~ercial properties, and provided 

(2) that a careful study of the transportation-market factor sho;'J's 

mining would be economically possible. In this latter respect the 

situation seems negative to the point of precluding further consideration 

because of (1) the great distances to the nearest rail terminals (2) 

the great distance by rail to the yossible consuming market areas 

(3) the extensive amount of improvement which would have to be made on 

access roads, and (4) because seasonal conditions would probably 

enforce seasonal operation. Samples JB - 137, 138 and 139 represent 

preliuinary, near surface samples of each of the clay types as 

previously mentioned. While the test results for these samples are 

not yet completed, they are to be appended to this report when 

available, and reference is here made to them at this time as the 

final observation to be offered. 

Report by: 
Date of :Sxam: 
Informants: 

n. S. '.'Iagner 
June 22, 1911-9 
Neal Knighten, I.Ir. }'al.uer, letter from F. 1::. Libbey, 
May 20, 1949. 
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f ~l:al:e (]:)epa:dment of qjeo't,:JY and c&(&wd fJnJuj,buej, 

- 702 Woodlark Building 
Portland, Oregon 

Flint Fire Clay Occurrence 

Unclassified Area 

Morrow County 

Foreword: 

Supplemental Report No. l 

This occurrence is situated in T 6 S, R 26 E, sections 32 

and 39. It is described in a Departmental report entitled 

as above, by N. S. ".'Iagner, June 1949. In view of the quality 

of the 'l'Tl1i te clay ( analytical results included \'Ti th original 

report) further field investigatfon '\'Jas made by this De-

partment. This investigation consisted of test pitting 

(M~son and '!fagner, October 19, 1949) on the clay type mentioned, 

and the objective was to determine v;l1ether or not a more 

extended drilling project would be warranted. A descriDtion 

of the test pitting and the conclusions attende.nt thereto 

are conto.ined in the follo,d.ng report. 

A hole sunk on the white clay occurrence sho'i"Ied thi,s clay bottocecl within 

a matter of 12 inches from the botto:.:1 of t1:1.e orieinal exposure. It was 

underlain by the red clay '::hich is abundantly exposed in the ai'ea o.nd 

which tests have shown to be valuelecs. The test hole was sunk to a 

deuth of a foot in the underl:1ring red clay by ws.y of establis11;ng the.t 
,,,.. \ . '" _,:, 
· ~-;id clay occurred in quantity e.nd not just as a thin seEnn or :9arting. 

>aJ..•-.\V 
The, thickness of the white clay st rat~ u:coved to be only 15 to 18 inches 

in the thickest section exposed by the hole. Lateral extension of this 
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hole further showed the white clay to occur as a lens which pinched to 

a thickness of but a few inches in a lateral distance of three feet from 

the center of the main nit. A trench dug some seven feet distant from the 

occurrence in the opposite direction from the pinch revealed that the 

white clay body was overlain by red clay 'and that it likewise failed to 

possess lateral extension in that direction. The situation is portrayed 

graphically in the attached photoeraphs. 

The extremely small size of the white clay lens, when considered in 

conjunction with the lack of natural exoosures of like m2.terial elsei!here 

in the immediate vicinity, rules out the feasibility of any more e11..-tended 

exploratory project at this tiLle on this particul~r occurrence. The grade 

of the white clay is such, however, that other occurrences of comparable 

material situated else,Ihere in the area would bear consideration by those 

interested in the development of mineral resources 

Report by: 
Date of report: 
Test Pitting by: 

N. S. 1~agner 
Nove::aber 12, 1949 
b1ason c?t "':Iagner, October 19, 1949. 
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